RCW Heavy Duty Winch Drives
Best-in-class performance
A broad selection of winch drives created to adapt mindfully to your needs. Thanks to their compact design and ability to work in different critically harsh environmental conditions, these winch drives will suit many shipyard applications and are a high-performance solution for applications across the entire marine industry. Providing close support based on expert knowledge regarding all aspects, Dana is present globally and locally to guide your choice and assist you throughout the product’s lifecycle.
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**Experience**

**ADAPTABILITY**

**Auto-adaptive** winch drives for cranes, tensioners, shipyard applications and the marine industry worldwide. Designed to **match lifting capacity up to 330,000 Nm Fem standard torque rating @25rpm.**

Suitable for **hydraulic and electric motors**
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Experience

SAFETY

Dana is committed to improving the performance and safety of your equipment. This heavy duty range is supplied with a safety device. Thanks to their versatile concept, these new-generation winch drives are specially developed for diverse applications within the marine industry.
RCW Winch Drives
NEW HEAVY DUTY RANGE

• Heavy duty range features
  8 sizes
  Up to 330,000 Nm FEM standard torque rating @25rpm

• Marine-resistant paint
• Solutions fit well everywhere
• Spring applied/hydraulic release and multi-disc static brake
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